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1. INTRODUCTION 
Of concern is the abstract second order equation 
d’(t) + Bu’( t) + Au(t) = 0 (r2.0) (1.1) 
in a complex Banach space E, where A, B are densely defined closed linear 
operators. A theorem of Hille-Yosida-Phillips type for the Cauchy 
problem for Eq. (1.1) to be well posed is obtained in [S]. We now define 
well posedness and strong well posedness as in [S] and assume throughout 
this paper that the Cauchy problem for (1.1) is strongly well posed; i.e., the 
assumption in [3, Chap. VIII, Theorem 3.21 holds. Recall (see [S, 31) that 
D(A) n D(B) is dense in E; that if u( . ) is a solution of (1.1 ), then 
u(t) = C(t) u(0) + S(r) u’(0) f or t 2 0, where C( .), S( .) are the two 
propagators of (1.1); that for UED(A), ueD(A)nD(B), (1.1) has a 
solution u( . ) satisfying u(0) = 24, u’(O) = 0; 
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C(r)u=u- ‘S(f)AUds s (UEWA)L (1.2) 0 
S(t) u = 1’ [C(s) u - S(s) Bu] ds (uEmA)nD(B)); (1.3) 
0 
that there exist C, o > 0 such that for Re i > o, d(l) ~’ = 
(J’Z+ iB + A) -’ E L(E) (the set of bounded linear operators on E) and 
s 
x = e ‘.YY( s ) u ds (uENA)nD(B)), (1.4) 
0 
d(A)-‘u= 3c ep”“S(s)uds 
5 (u E E); 
(1.5) 
0 
d(L))’ A is closable; d(L))’ A E L(E); and 
(-1)” n ?I+1 1 (II) 




n’-j”(A)-’ A u 
I I j. = II, I 
(t>O, UEE), (I.61 
(-l)” n S(r) u = lim - - 
n-cc n! 0 
‘+’ Cd(j)~ I](n) u 
t i = ,I, I
(f>O, UEE). (1.7) 
These facts are used in the following discussion. 
DEFINITION. (C(t)) , $ o (resp. {S(t) } , a o) is almost periodic, written a.p., 
if for each UEE the function t-+C(t)u (t>O) (resp. t-+S(t)u (t>O)) is 
a.p. 
The case where B = 0 in (1.1) was considered in [ 1 ] for the propagator 
vv)~r>O~ that is, for cosine operator functions. Here we investigate a.p. 
solutions of the general equation (1.1 ), such solutions corresponding to 
“almost standing waves” in applications. In Section 2 we characterize 
equations (1.1) having a.p. generalized solutions (for each U, u E E. 
C(t) u + s(t) v is called a generalized solution of (1.1)). Also, the relation 
between almost periodicity of {C(t)} rPO and (S(t)} ldo is discussed. 
Section 3 studies more explicitly the case when ( 1 .l ) appears in the form 
u”(t) + (aA, + bl) u’(f) + (CA, + dl) = 0 (t30) (1.8) 
with a, 6, c, do C (the set of complex numbers). 
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2. GENERAL CASE 
in terms of A and B Eq. (1.1) whose generalized 
PROPOSITION 1. {C(t)},>o (resp. (S(t)),,,) is uniformly bounded ifand 
only if there exist C, o > 0 such that for Re 2 > CO, n = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
(resp. (1 [A(A)-‘]‘“‘11 d Cn! (Re A))+‘). 




1 Ii <Mn! (Re I2)-n-’ /IuI/ 
(ueD(A)nD(B), ReI>w, n=O, l,... ). 
This justifies our result using the plain equality ((l/A) u)(“) = 
(( - 1)” n!/A”+‘) a. The case of {S(t)}l,o is treated similarly using (1.5). 
Sufficiency: It is immediate by virtue of (1.6) (resp. (1.7)). 
THEOREM 2. Almost periodicity of {S(t)},,, implies almost periodicity 
of {WI> ,aO, provided (C(t)},,, is uniformly bounded. 
Proof: As (S(t)},ao is a.p. for each u E E, 1 E R, the Fourier coefficient 
Pin= lim ~~‘e~‘““S(s)uds 
t+cot 0 
exists. Clearly P,EL(E) (2~ R). For each ueD(A)nD(B), IIE R, we have 
12P,u = )it i [ (iAe-‘““S(s) a),;-- s’ iLe-““S’(s) u ds] 
0 




7 e-““(C(s) u - S(s) Bu) ]il-!ifzfl:e-‘-s’~(s)ads 
= ,lirna f ,’ e-“‘[BY(s) u + AS(s)u] ds. 
s 
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Here we used (1.3). Take now A, with Re I, > o. Then 
(here, B, is defined as B,u = Bu for u E D(B,) = D(A) n D(B)), and 
therefore 
A(&-’ [(iA)‘z+us+A] PjlU==O. (2.1) 
Noting the denseness of D(A) nD(B), (2.1) holds also for UEE. Next, we 
prove that for each u E E u E D, = span{ P,u ; 1 E R) . Indeed, if u If D,, then 
there exists f~ E* such that f(u) #O but f(v) = 0 for each IJ E D,. Thus the 
a.p. function t + f(S( t) U) vanishes due to all its Fourier coefficients being 
zero, and for this so does the function t -+ [f(,S(t) u)]’ =f(S’(t) u). In 
particular, f(S’(0) u) = f( u) = 0, a contradiction. So for each u E E, 
u = lim C c~P,~,u for some II,,, E R, a,,, E C (finite in j). (2.2) n - CL i 
It is easily verified from (2.1) that for u E E, Re p> o, i. E R. 
A(&-’ d(p) jox (e-p’e’“‘P,u) dt 
=~d(~,)-‘Pj.U+d(l,)~’ B,P;u+i;!d(j.o)-l P,U. (2.3) 
On the other hand, by virtue of (1.4) and (1.5) we obtain that for 
uED(A)nD(B), Rep>), ;I.ER, 
-@(C(t) u + iE.S( t) u) dt 
= pd(l,,)-’ 2.4 + ff(A,)~ ’ B,u + iid ’ u. (2.4 I
Again by the denseness of D(A)n D(B), (2.4) is also satisfied for UE E. 
Since d(&)’ d(p) (Re p> CD) is one-to-one, combining (2.3) with (2.4) 
implies that for u E E, Re p > o, il E R, 
e ~- pfeij.rp j, u dt = ecp’(C’(t) P,u + U(t) P,u) dt. 
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From this, it results that for each u E E, 1 E R, eUfP2u = C(t) P,u + 
us(t) PA u (t > 0), and therefore the function t -+ C(t) P,u (t > 0) is a.p. 
Making use of (2.2), we deduce that {C(t)},,, is a.p. because of its 
uniform boundedness, and the proof is complete. 
Remark. When E is a uniformly convex Banach space, the above result 
is immediate from (1.2) and [2, Theorem 6.201. 
We say that the almost periodicity of {C(t)},,, does not imply that for 
W)>*,o even if {S(t)},,o is assumed uniformly bounded. For example, 
let E=CxC, B(u,u)=(3u, -3iv), A(u,u)=(O, -20) for each (u,u)~E. 
Then it is plain to see that for each (u, u) E E, t -+ C(t)(u, u) = 
(24, (2e” - e2it) u) is a.p., while the bounded function t + ,!$(t)(u, u) = 
(3-‘(1 -e-3’) 24, i(e”-e”‘) 0) is not. 
THEOREM 3. Giuen &, with Re&>o, both {C(t)},,, and {S(t)}l,O are 
a.p. if and only if {C(t) >, 2 0 and {S(t) > (a D are all uniformly bounded, and 
for each u E D(A) n D(B), there exist double sequences ( u,,~}, (I.,} (j%tite in 
j, unj~ E, ;lai~ R) satisfying 
A(&-’ Ll(il.nj) Unj=O (2.5) 
such that lim, _ m Ej(ilznjun,) = u and lim, _ m cj ud = 0. 
In this case, {(&); A(&)-‘A(l)u=O, iAER, UEE) is total in EXE. 
ProoJ Sufficiency: Let u E E with A(&)-’ A(i1) u = 0 for some ,I E R. 
Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2, we obtain the function 
C(t) u + &S(t) u = eU’u (t 2 0), which is a.p. Now for each u E D(A) n D(B), 
there exist, by hypothesis, double sequences {unj}, {,I,} (finite in j, &,j~ R) 
with (2.5) such that lim,, m zj (i;i,unj) =,u and lim,, co cj ud= 0. But 
t + C(t) ud + i,I,S(t) u,,~ is a.p. by the preceding comment, so is s(t) u = 
lim,, m xi (C(t) unj + ill,S(t) unj) (t 3 0), since the limit is uniform on 
t > 0. This establishes our claim noting Theorem 2. 
Necessity: The uniform boundedness of either {C(t)},,, or 
w)>l,o is obvious. Observe that for each u E D(A) n D(B), S’(t) u = 
C(t) u - S(t) Bu by (1.3). Then the function t + ($‘/L) from [0, + co) to 
E x E is a.p., whose Fourier coefficients are 
Arguing as in the proof of (2.2), we conclude that for each 
u E D(A) n D(B), 
for some ,I, E R, clHj E C (finite in j), 
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i.e., lim, _ cc C, i~,(anjPln,~) = u, lim, + a cj a,iPj,n,~ = 0. Here a,,P2.n,u 
satisfies d(&)’ d(iA,) aIIIPI,u = 0 by (2.1). 
Finally, we set, for u E E, k E R, 
(2.6) 
Using arguments similar to those in the treatment of {S(t)} raO and 
noting (1.2), we obtain that A(&)’ A(iL) Mj,u = 0; moreover t -+ (F!,:‘,U,) 
(u E D(A)) is a.p., whose Fourier coefftcients are (,,yh,“,) (3. E R), so that for 
each u E D(A ), 
U 0 0 = lim 1 a n - m , ‘I (Utl:.uJ 
for some sequence ,Inj E R, anj E C. This together with (2.6) completes the 
proof of Theorem 3. 
3. AN EXAMPLE 
Let us now consider Eq. (1.8). According to [IS, Sect. 3 3, the Cauchy 
problem for (1.8) is strongly well posed if and only if - (a& + b1) is the 
generator of a strongly continuous semigroup when a # 0, or - (CA, + dl) 
is the generator of a strongly continuous cosine operator function when 
a = 0. Moreover, making use of (1.6) and (1.7), we obtain immediately 
LEMMA 1. S(t)A,=A,S(t), C(t)A,=A,C(t),for ta0. 
From now on, the discussion is carried out under the following assump- 
tion. 
Assumption 1. a*d+c’#abc if a#0 and ia-‘cER; c#O, if a=O. 
THEOREM 4. {C(Z)},,~ is a.p. if and only if {C(t)}, z 0 is uniformly 
bounded, the set of eigenvectors of A, is total in E, and for each 
AEGJA~)- T, (a,(A,) indicates the point spectrum of AO; T, the set 
{-c-‘d}ifc#O,ortheemptysetifc=O),i(aA+b),cA+d~R. 
Proof. Let ,4 E a,(A,,). Then there exists v # 0 such that A,v = Au. Set i., 
I’ satisfying 
i2. + il’ = - (aA + b), (i>.)(in’) = CA + d. (3.1) 
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Then it is easy to verify that for t 2 0, 
C(t) v = 
i 
(;1- ,‘)-I (J&i” _ )b~ei~~)v if A#i’ 
(1 - ih) e% if A=A’. (3.2) 
Sufficiency: Since for /1 E aP(Ao) - T,, i(an + b), CA + d E R and 
WU~,O are uniformly bounded, we conclude from (3.2) that the corre- 
sponding i, 1’ E R - { 0} and 1# 2’. Let 1< 1’. Define a map g: a,(&) -+ R 
by 
g(d)=A where A=0 when 1~ T,,. 
By virtue of (3.1), for ,4 E a,(&), R = g(n), (ian + c) /1+ ( -A2 + &I + d) 
= 0. Combining this with Assumption 1, we deduce that ia + c # 0, and 
therefore ,4 =(i&+c)-’ (A2-ibA-d) (similarly, ,4 =(ial’+c)-’ ((A’)‘- 
ibL’- d), which implies A’$ R(g) - (01, R(g) standing for the range of g). 
Accordingly, g is one-to-one, and 
g-‘(l)=(iul+c)-‘(L2-ibl-d), 1 E R(g). (3.3) 
Now, for each UE E, there exists a sequence (A,} (finite in j) with 
u~~,EN(/~,,~Z-A,) (where N denotes the kernel) such that u= 
lim, + m xi ~4,“~. From the previous observations, we know that for each 
U, E N(AZ- A,) with n E a,(&), t 2 0, 
(A _ A,)- l(ieiP.‘r _ ~r@.r) u, 
C(t) u/j = (A=g(A),i’=i(uA+b)-I) if A# To (3.4) 
u/l if ,4~Te. 
So t+C(t)u, is a.p. The function t+C(t)u=lim,,,~,C(t)unais then 
a.p. because of the uniform boundedness of (C(t)}(, ,,, and this completes 
the proof. 
Necessity: For each n E o,(Ao) - T,, applying (3.2) again, we deduce 
that the corresponding ,I, A’ E R and A# ,I’ due to the almost periodicity of 
vmt,o. From this, it follows immediately that i(uA + b), CA + de R. 
Next, noting (2.6) and integrating by parts, we obtain that for each 
u E Z&4,), i E R, 
l’MAu = lim IBM
r 
f[e-ii’C(t)u]‘-l~re-i~JCI(S)UdP , 
t 0 1 
(3.5) 
But 
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1 ’ =- e 
t c 
‘“3[(a.40 + bl) C’(s) u + (do + dl) C(s) u] ds 
0 
Hence lim, _ X [ - (l/t) fk e ~‘““C”(s)~ds]=[i~(UA,+bZ)+cA,+dZ] MjM. 
This together with (3.5) yields that lim,~.,, (l/?)[e”‘C(t) u]‘= 
-d(G) Mi,u. We now assert that d( i1) M,u = 0. Indeed, if 
d(U) M,u # 0 then there exists a real bounded linear function f on E 
such that f( --d(iA) Mj.u) > 0. Obviously, f( -d(G) M,u) = lim,, X. (l/f) 
(e -‘“ff[C(t) u]}‘. Therefore there exists E with 0 < E <,f( - d(iE.) M,u) and 
k>O such that l/t~e-‘“‘f[C(f)U]}‘>f(-d(i~“)M,u)-E for t>k. Thus 
JL (e~‘““f([C(s)u])‘ds>S: [f(-d(iA)M,u)-~.]sds for t>,k. Hence 
ec’“‘f[C(t)u] > $(t’-k’)[f(-d(ii)M,u)-&]+e ‘“Tf[C(k)u] (t>k)), 
which contradict the boundedness of the function t -+ e “‘j’[ C(r) u]. 
It follows immediately that (M+ c) A,M,u + ( -J’ + ihi. + d) Mj u = 0 
(U E D(A), I E R). From this and Assumption 1, we know 
MjU=O if I’&, + c = 0 
A,Mj,u=(ia~+c) -’ (A2-ibi-d)M;u 
(3.61 
if iui. + c # 0. 
Clearly, (3.6) holds for each u E E. Accordingly, each non-zero Mj.u (U E E, 
il E R) belongs to the set of eigenvectors of A,. But u E span{ M,u; 1 E R i 
for each u E E, using arguments imilar to those in the proof of Theorem 2. 
This ends the proof. 
Our next theorem provides an explicit expression for an a.p. {C(t) 1, ~ (, 
when E is a Hilbert space. 
THEOREM 5. Let E be a Hilbert space and let { C(t)} f 2o he a.p. Then 
(4 fNj.l (AC R(g)) is a family of mutually orthogonal projections 
onto N(g-l(n) I- A,), where 
N. = (A’)-’ (A’- A) Mi. if iE R(g)- {O} 
/. 
MO if‘ /.=o. 
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(b) For each u E E, t 2 0, 
C(t)u=M,u+ 1 (A-;I’)-‘(Ae”“-A’e’“‘)N,u. 
If0 
ProoJ: Combining (3.3) with (3.6), we get 
M$4EN(g-‘(1)z-Ao) CUE& nEm)). 
Then for each u E E, A E R(g), t > 0, 
C(t) M%u= 
i 
(1 - AT) - 1 (JeiA” - areiJq MAu if 1” # 0 
M u 
1 if 1=0 
according to (3.4). Therefore for u E E, 1, ,u E R(g), 
1 
@‘-a)- il’M,u if p=/z#O 
= 0 if p#R 




recalling that for R E R(g) - {0}, the corresponding 2’ does not belong to 
R(g). Now observe that for each u E N(/1Z- A,), 1= g(n), 
M1v= 
i 
lim,,, (l/t) ibe-“‘(A-J’)-’ (le’“‘“-L’e”“) uds 
= (A’-A)-’ /z’u if A#0 
lim,, m (l/t)j:,vds=u if 1=0 
by virtue of (3.4). So N(/iZ-A,)c R(M,) for any /1 eep(AO). This, 
together with (3.7), (3.9) suggests (a) (if O&R(g), then c=O and therefore 
MO = 0 by (3.6)). 
Applying Theorem 4, (b) follows immediately from (a) and (3.8). Thus 
Theorem 5 is proved. 
Now, we look at the case of (S(t) > fa o, Proceeding analogously as in the 
proofs of Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 and noting that for {S(t)),2o the 
equalities corresponding to (3.2) (3.8), and (3.9) are respectively 
‘tt) ’ = 
1 
i(a _ a!) - 1 teiA’t _ eiAt) o if A#i’ 
teil.tv if a=i’ 
(3.10) 
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(from (3.10) we know that if t + S(t) t‘ is bounded, then i, # 1’ for each 
A E +‘M)3 
S(t) pj,u=i(]“-;“‘)m ’ (e’““-&“I), (3.11 )
p,,piu= o 
i 
i(A’-A) -’ P;.u if p=i 
if k1 # i.’ 
(3.12) 
we obtain 
THEOREM 6. {S(t)},,o is up. if and only if {S(t)}, 2,, is uniformly 
bounded, the set qf eigenvectors of A, is total in E, and for each A E a,(A,), 
i(aA+b), cA+deR. 
Moreover, supposing that E is a Hilbert space and {S(t) } r z 0 is a.p., then 
HA.> (A E R(g)) is a family of mutually orthogonal projections onto 
N(g--‘(1)Z-A,) and S(t)u=Cj.i(L-?.‘)-I (ei”‘-e’“‘)Q;u (uEE, t>,O), 
where Q,=i(j*-A’) P,. 
About the relation between almost periodicity of the two propagators in 
the special case, the following result is interesting. Here we need not 
assume that (C(t)} ra 0 is uniformly bounded. 
THEOREM 7. Almost periodicity of (S(t)}, 30 implies almost periodicity 
of {C(t)),,,, provided E is a Hilbert space. 
Proqf: According to Theorem6, R(Q,)=N(g-I(iA,) for IER(~) 
and 
u=S'(t)u(,eO= c Q;,u (UE E). (3.13) 
2, R(n) 
Making use of (3.2), we get 
C(t)u= 1 (l-jl’)-’ (&‘““-jb’ei”‘)Qj,u (UE E, t>O). (3.14) 
ie R(g) 
Observe that for any 1E R(g), if (I.( + II’) # Ii;+ i’l then \I\ + [I’( = (;,-A’\; 
otherwise, II.1 + Ii,‘/ = lug-‘(d) + bl. But II - i’l = [lug--‘(i) + b12 + 
4(cg-‘(I) + d)] “* by (3.1), so SUPIER(~),,I,>MCI~-~‘I~ ’ (IA +lA’l)l< 
+cc for some M>O noting (3.3). When IjV) <M (nER(g)), 1(1*-n’) ’ 
(Qi”-A’e’“‘)( = Je’“‘+ n(n-n’)-’ (e’““-ee”“)l < 1 + &fsup120,j.6R,,Tj 
](A- 2,) I (eii.t _ eiA’l)l < + 03 due to the boundedness of {S(t)},,,. From 
these observations and (3.14), we deduce s~p,~,,lJC(t)(( <~up~~~,,,~~,,,,) 
I(,I-Eti’)--’ (ie”“‘-IE,‘e’“‘)l < +oo. {C(t)},2o is therefore a.p. 
EXAMPLE. Let E=L’(O, l), .4,,=d2/dx2 with D(A,)= {UE H2(0, I); 
u(x)1 r=O.I = 01. Clearly, sin(2nxx) (n E N) are eigenvectors of AO, corre- 
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sponding with eigenvalues ii,= - (2n7r)‘. By the Fourier expansion 
method, (sin(2nrrx); n EN} is total in C(0, l), as well as in E since 
C(0, 1) is dense in E. Given a, h, c, d with ia, ib, c, de R, 
inf,,,[(ian, + ib)2 + 4(c/i, + d)] > 0 (e.g., ia, c<O, ib, d> 0), then the 
equation x2 - (iaA, + ib) x - (c/i,, + d) = 0 has two unequal real roots ;1,, 
;CL, and 
,< sup [(ian,, + ib)* + 4(cA, + d)]-‘/* < + co. 
IZEN 
It is easy to verify that i(aA, + b) is self-adjoint, and therefore - (aA, + b) 
is the generator of a strongly continuous group according to [4, p. 41, 
Theorem 10.81. It follows that the Cauchy problem for (1.8) is strongly 
well posed. Denote by Q,, (HEN) the projection onto N(LI.Z-A~). Then 
for each UE E, u=C,“, , Q,,,u, any two terms in the expansion being 
orthogonal (in fact, eigenvectors corresponding to different eigenvalues are 
always orthogonal). So S(t) u = C,“=, i(A, - AL)-’ (&‘- e”“‘) Q,,,u 
(t>O), and therefore sup,,,lIS(t)(l dsup,.O,,.NIi(l,-1~)~’ (e’+-e’““‘)l 
< + co. Accordingly we conclude that { S(t)},So is a.p., so { C(Z)},~~ is 
a.p. by Theorem 7. 
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